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ON SOFTWARE ATTRIBUTES RELATIONSHIP USING A NEW
FUZZY C-BIPARTITIONING METHOD

HORIA F. POP AND MILITON FRENŢIU

Abstract. A new data analysis method is introduced, fuzzy bipartitioning
method, aimed at producing a set of fuzzy biclusters, that are pairs of fuzzy
clusters of items and variables. The paper continues the data analysis of the
dependence between software attributes performed in a former paper [14], as
a case study to illustrate the importance of this new clustering method. The
studied data set is formed by a number of projects written by second year
students as a requirement in their curriculum.

1. Introduction

The main purpose of Software Metrics is to improve the Software development
process [9]. Software Metrics are also useful to evaluate the quality of a software
product [18]. And, as we show in this paper, Software Metrics are useful in educa-
tion. The future programmer will respect an adequate programming methodology
if he is taught to do so. The dependency between some software product attributes
was discussed by many authors [1, 2, 25].

This study comes as a continuation of the previous work of both authors [10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15].

2. The experiment

The study is based on 29 projects produced by second year undergraduate stu-
dents as part of their requirements curriculum. These projects were analysed ob-
serving the attributes described in Table 1. Due to space constraints, the primary
data is not given here, but it can be found in [14].

The attributes A10 and A11 were measured automatically by computer. All
the others were estimated by postgraduate students. All metrics have the values
in the interval [0, 10], where 0 stands for “very bad” (or not present at all), and
10 for “excellent”. These values are the subjective evaluation of students. This
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Attribute Description Attribute Description
A1: requirements description A16: readability
A2: good specification A17: comprehensibility
A3: function points A18: changeability (modifiability)
A4: design clarity A19: structuredness
A5: design correctness A20: testability
A6: design completeness A21: reliability
A7: design diagrams A22: efficiency
A8: modules specification A23: extensibility
A9: algorithms description A24: adaptability
A10: lines of code A25: documentation clarity
A11: no. of comments A26: documentation completeness
A12: good use of comments A27: maintainability
A13: good use of free lines A28: simplicity
A14: indentation A29: quality
A15: good names

Table 1. Attributes description

subjectivity does not affect the attributes relationships, all values for a project
being given by the same person. After all, “subjective measures are cheap and
worth using” [7]. The definitions of the used attributes are inspired from and can
be found in [9].

The attribute A12 refers to the documentation done by comments. It is not
based on the number of comment lines of the programs. We may write as many
comment lines as we like and sometimes the comments contradict the code, or do
not reflect what the code does. The measure for this attribute takes in account
if the specification of each module is reflected through comments, if the meaning
of each variable and object is explained by comments, if the invariants and other
important explanations are given by comments.

3. Overview of biclustering methods

Biclustering is a data mining technique that allows simultaneous clustering of
rows and columns. The technique has originally been introduced in 1972 by J.A.
Hartigan [16], and the term was first used in 2000 by Cheng and Church [4], in gene
expression analysis. The concept of two-mode clustering, with the same meaning,
has been introduced in 2004 by Van Mechelen, Bock and De Boeck [24].

Given a set of m rows in n columns, the biclustering algorithm generates biclus-
ters, i.e. a subset of rows that exhibit similar behavior across a subset of columns,
and vice-versa. Different biclustering algorithms have different definitions of bi-
cluster.
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Considering the relationships among the data, we identify:

• biclusters with constant values;
• biclusters with constant values on rows or columns;
• biclusters with coherent values;
• biclusters with coherent evolutions.

Considering the relationships between biclusters, the following bicluster struc-
tures may be obtained:

• exclusive row and column biclusters;
• non-overlapping biclusters with checkerboard structure;
• exclusive-rows biclusters;
• exclusive-columns biclusters;
• non-overlapping biclusters with tree structure;
• non-overlapping non-exclusive biclusters;
• overlapping biclusters with hierarchical structure;
• arbitrarily positioned overlapping biclusters.

For an excellent survey of biclustering algorithms see the survey paper of Madeira
and Oliveira [17].

The paper [8] introduces a hybrid genetic fuzzy biclustering algorithm aimed
at discovering value-coherent biclusters.

A different approach to biclustering, named cross-clustering, has been intro-
duced in [6] and further studied and improved in [23].

A full-scale comparison of crisp and fuzzy cross-clustering and biclustering al-
gorithms is beyond the purpose of this paper, and will be approached separately.

4. Fuzzy bipartitioning algorithm

The theory of fuzzy sets was introduced in 1965 by Lotfi A. Zadeh [26] as a
natural generalization of the classical set concept. Let X be a data set, composed
of n data items characterized by the values of s characteristics. A fuzzy set on X
is a mapping A : X → [0, 1]. The value A(x) represents the membership degree
of the data item x ∈ X to the class A. The advantage of this approach is that it
allows a data item x to be a member of more classes, with different membership
degrees, according to certain similarity criteria.

Clustering algorithms based on fuzzy sets have proved their superiority due to
their ability to deal with imprecise sets, imprecisely-defined boundaries, isolated
points, and other delicate situations. The class of fuzzy clustering algorithms based
on fuzzy objective functions [3] provides a large share of geometrical prototypes
and combinations thereof, to be used according to the data substructure. On the
other hand, the Fuzzy Divisive Hierarchical scheme [5, 19] provides an in-depth
analysis of the data set, by deciding on the optimal subcluster cardinality and the
optimal cluster substructure of the data set.
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Let us consider the main point of biclustering algorihtms. They produce inde-
pendent clusters formed by a selection of items and a selection of variables, such
that the selected items are most similar by considering only the selected variables.
Our aim is to generalize this approach in two different ways.

• we aim at producing fuzzy biclusters, not crisp ones;
• we aim at producing a set of biclusters, not only one.

Let us recall here that the fuzzy clustering algorithms of the FCM type use item-
prototype dissimilarities based on distances between the item and the geometric
prototype.

The main idea behind a fuzzy bicluster is that it is composed by two fuzzy
sets: a fuzzy set of items and a fuzzy set of variables. The fuzzy set of variables
actually define variables weights to be used in a weighted distance function when
producing the fuzzy set of items. Similarly, the fuzzy set of items define the items
weights to be used in a weighted distance function when producing the fuzzy set
of variables.

This remark suggests an iterative procedure composed by two calls to various
fuzzy clustering algorithms using adaptive metrics.

The method proposed in this paper is the following. We start by running a
fuzzy horizontal variables clustering method [21]. In this way we will have a fuzzy
partition formed by c fuzzy sets of variables.

For each of these c fuzzy sets, we run a fuzzy pointwise regression method[22, 20]
(Fuzzy 1-Means), using a distance function weighted by the fuzzy membership
degrees of the fuzzy variables set. This, actually, mean using a norm-induced
distance with a diagonal norm matrix, with the fuzzy values on the diagonal.

We have now, a set of c fuzzy items sets, each one produced using one of the c
fuzzy variables sets. For each of these c fuzzy items sets, we run a fuzzy pointwise
regression method (Fuzzy 1-Means), using a distance function weighted by the
fuzzy membership degrees of the fuzzy items set. This, actually, mean using a
norm-induced distance with a diagonal norm matrix, with the fuzzy values on the
diagonal.

At this point we have a set of c fuzzy variables sets, each one produced using
one of the c fuzzy items sets. We are going to use these fuzzy variables sets in the
same manner in order to produce a new set of fuzzy items sets.

This dual scheme continues until the two sets of fuzzy sets produced at an
iteration are close enough to the fuzzy sets produced at the previous iteration.

Let us call this method Fuzzy C-Bipartitioning (Regression) Method and let us
state it formally (the XT notation denotes the transpose of X).

Subalgorithm FuzzyCBipartitioningRegr (X, n, s, c, A, B) is
Input: X - data set with n items and s variables

c - number of clusters to be produced, c>1
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Output: A - a set of c fuzzy sets of items, A[1], ..., A[c]
B - a set of c fuzzy sets of variables, B[1], ..., B[c]

Call FuzzyHorizontalClustering(XT, s, n, c, B)
Repeat

Let B’ := B;
For i := 1 to c do

Call FuzzyPointRegression(X, n, s, B’[i], A[i]);
End for
For i := 1 to c do

Call FuzzyPointRegression(XT, s, n, A[i], B[i]);
End for

Until |B-B’| < eps
End subalg

A few remarks are in order. Firstly, this method does not produce fuzzy parti-
tions. The sets Ai, i = 1, . . . , c, do not form a fuzzy partition of X, and the same
is valid for Bi, i = 1, . . . , c. This is actually not a problem, but it may even be an
advantage.

The spread of the fuzzy sets produced using fuzzy regression is controlled by
the fuzzy regression method itself. We recall here that these fuzzy regression
methods use an input parameter to denote the smallest fuzzy membership value
to be assigned.

Finally, our fuzzy bipartitioniong method requires as input the number of fuzzy
biclusters to be produced. While this may be considered a major drawback, it
is actually not an issue. Let us recall that we are constructing biclusters and
bipartitions because, on one side, we do have an idea about the fuzzy cluster
substructure of a data set, and we need more info not on the number of relevant
clusters, but the relationship between particular data clusters and the variables
clusters that group the variables most important to explain these data clusters.

A variation of this algorithm would imply running Fuzzy Clustering instead
of Fuzzy Regression at each step. However, this time an adaptive metric would
be used on a per class basis. Due to the use of full clustering procedures, this
algorithm will construct complete fuzzy partitions both for the data items, and
for the variables.

We call this method Fuzzy C-Bipartitioning (Clustering) Method. Its formal
description follows.

Subalgorithm FuzzyCBipartitioningClust (X, n, s, c, A, B) is
Input: X - data set with n items and s variables

c - number of clusters to be produced, c>1
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Output: A - a partition of c fuzzy sets of items A[1],...,A[c]
B - a partition of c fuzzy sets of variables B[1],...,B[c]

Call FuzzyHorizontalClustering(XT, s, n, c, B)
Repeat

Let B’ := B;
Call FuzzyHorizontalAdaptiveClustering(X, n, s, B’, A);
Call FuzzyHorizontalAdaptiveClustering(XT, s, n, A, B);

Until |B-B’| < eps
End subalg

5. Case study. Data analysis of software attributes

Based on the analyses performed in the previous papers, we have selected for
our case study the use of the Fuzzy 5-Bipartitioning (Clustering), i.e. we aim at
a partition of five classes. The bipartition obtained by defuzzyfication from the
final fuzzy bipartition is available in Table 2. Due to space constraints, we are not
giving here the table of fuzzy membership degrees to the five biclusters. This data
is available upon request from the authors. The clustering error used for this case
study is eps = 10−5.

Class Projects Attributes
1 9 12 16 18 19 20 27 1 3 6 8 10 11 13 14 18 26 27 28 29
2 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 13 14 15 17 21 22 23

24 25 26 28 29
5 15 20 23 24

3 10 2
4 11 16 17
5 3 4 7 9 12 19 21 22 25

Table 2. The final fuzzy bipartition for five classes

A few comments with respect to the validity of these results. The first issue
we should note is that we are discussing a fuzzy clustering method. As such, the
whole set of advantages of fuzzy sets come as well with this method. There are
many items with important fuzzy membership degrees to more than one class.
See, for example, projects 16, 18, 20, and with a lesser extent, projects 8, 9, 12,
14, 19, 25, 27, all of these with respect to classes 1 and 2. As well, see attributes
29, 24, 20, 18, 15, 13, 5 (with respect to classes 1 and 2), attribute 7 (with respect
to classes 1 and 5), attribute 25 (with respect to classes 2 and 5). These fuzzy
membership degrees illustrate mixed behavior, not possible to be seen using crisp
clustering methods.
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A special mention for the qualitative attributes 18 to 29. They are distributed
among three classes, many of them with important fuzzy membership degrees. The
subjectivity of qualitative evaluations suggested by these attributes is indicated
very clearly here by the fact that attribute 29, ‘quality’, has membership degrees
of 0.556 and 0.436 to classes 1 and 2.

Similar correlations between numerical attributes, and between the design at-
tributes, may be seen as well.

For project 10, the attribute 2 is considered very good, meanwhile the majority
of the other attributes are very less important.

The clustering of projects 11 and 3 in separate classes is supported by an analysis
of their attributes values. They show a lack of correlation between closely related
attributes, issues that are normally not found among other projects. For example,
project 3 has an overall quality grade of 5, even if all individual quality grades are
5, 6 or 7, the majority of them being greater than 5.

6. Further work and Concluding remarks

The method highlighted here is subject to be refined into a large family of fuzzy
bipartitioning algorithms, each such method oriented towards a particular issue
mentioned above. Further papers will, of course, have to consider:
(a) hierarchic fuzzy bipartitioning algorithms;
(b) refined algorithms producing sets of biclusters;
(c) refined algorithms producing actual fuzzy partitions;
(d) algorithms using different adaptive metrics, suitable for clusters of non-spherical

shapes.
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